Always evolving and pushing ourselves to the next level, Intrepid Powerboats is very proud to introduce the next level of high-end yachts. The Intrepid 410 Evolution is a 41.19-foot byproduct of 30 years of evolution and 2 years of creation. And when you experience it, there will be no doubt in your mind it was well worth the wait.
IT’S DIFFICULT TO DESCRIBE THIS KIND of LUXURY and INNOVATION when it leaves you speechless.

Wherever you look, luxurious accommodations and inspired technology are on full display aboard the 410 Evolution. While comfort is at the forefront of the design, so too is the power, stability and maneuverability with its revolutionary step hull design. And because it houses triple outboard engines, we didn’t sacrifice any cockpit space for performance. You’ll quickly realize how much sportier and far more nimble the 410 is than boats with underwater running gear of this caliber. True craftsmanship is evident throughout every inch of its 41 foot frame.

Roomy head features hull side windows, skylight, enclosed standing stall shower with elegant tiling, toiletry and linen storage, vanity and vessel sink with high-end fixtures.

Purposeful design allows passengers to enjoy the ride from a port side captain’s chair that fully integrates into the couch. A dual console that features room for a GPS or any of your other electronics of choice.

Sit back and enjoy the ride. A ride that boasts maximum performance, comfort and stability.
PERFORMANCE, TECHNOLOGY and COMFORT HAVE A LOCATION.
And we have the coordinates.

Electronic sunroof. Three-way electronic control helm seat. Composite fiberglass stringer system. An integrated starboard hull side dive door with a foldout ladder system for diving. Performance, technology and comfort intersect aboard the 410 Evolution in so many different ways. In fact, once aboard, you will discover 125 of them standard. And, like any Intrepid, it can be rigged even further to make cruising, fishing and diving more than mere activities. It will transform them into the most unprecedented and unforgettable experiences on the water.
Comfortable, perfectly sculpted and innovatively designed helm seating converts to create more open seating and conversational space. The bridge deck adds thoughtful protection from the elements and has the option of being fully enclosed and air conditioned.

From the electronic sunroof and an actuating aft sun awning to hand-stitched, ergonomic seats that create open space in the aft cockpit, one thing is for certain. No compromises were made so every expectation will be exceeded.
“In the long history of humankind, those who learned to collaborate and improvise most effectively have prevailed.” - Charles Darwin
As the multiple skylights and windows illuminate the 410’s luxurious cabin and rich wood accents, you will quickly realize obvious comforts. Like a queen berth mattress, custom u-shaped settee, multiple accent, reading and courtesy lights. There is also a stainless steel refrigerator/freezer, electric cooktop and microwave with wood veneered cabinetry throughout. But upon closer inspection you will uncover more impressive details such as an electronic dinette with wooden surface that lowers to create an additional berth. Consider the bar for luxury officially raised. 

When you spend 2 years designing, you overlook nothing.

The views from the bridge deck are rivaled only by those below it.

A luxuriously appointed stateroom features thoughtful details such as hull side windows and 3 skylights that illuminate every carefully designed inch of it.

At first glance, it’s a beautiful, wood table. Look again and it electronically lowers to create an additional berth.

An opulent salon awaits.

A beautifully detailed galley is fully stocked.
THE 410 EVOLUTION IS PACKED with EXCEPTIONAL FEATURES.
Here are the highlights.
1. Triple outboard engine configuration maximizes aft cockpit space, as opposed to the space lost with traditional inboard applications.

2. Convenient service platform in front of engines makes maintenance quick and simple.

3. Standard dual dive platforms and boarding ladder fulfill the 'means of solo re-boarding' recommendation of the American Boat and Yacht Council, a safety essential other builders forego.

4. Aft mechanical access to all transom systems, rigging, and pumps.

5. Access hatch to aft cockpit bait well / storage.

6. Access to foam insulated fish box / storage.

7. Cockpit storage access hatch.

8. Trademark hull side dive door with our latest lift up/rotate design that allows the door to not take up valuable cockpit space while in the open position, and allows for easy dockside boarding.

9. Cockpit sole hatch to hideaway a retractable fold-out ladder maximizing water access from the hull side door.

10. Trademark wraparound aft cockpit seating.

11. Storage compartments available for options such as cockpit refrigerators, ice maker, bait stations, shelving units, etc.

12. Steps leading out of the cockpit to the deck walk around for easy accessibility to the fore deck on either side.

13. Optional aft glass bridge deck closeout with opening windows port and starboard and entry door.


15. Large electrical and mechanical systems rigging lockers for easy access to provide proper maintenance.

16. Large port and starboard lounge seating elevated for improved visibility from the bridge deck area with additional storage underneath.

17. Forward port lounge seat section swivels and rises as a forward viewing passenger seat to face the port side second console.

18. Passenger side console with additional display mount area, and AC venting.

19. Multi-point electrical adjustable helm seat, reverses for rear facing.

20. Spacious outboard full view helm is designed to be user friendly with plenty of room to hold even the largest of electronics.

21. Pocket companionway door providing extra security and privacy to the interior cabin.

22. Hull side windows - the largest of any of Intrepid's hull side windows, these ports let in plenty of light and amazing views with the privacy of a dual privacy shade.

23. Three side by side overhead skylights allow even more natural light into the cabin, and include two opening hatches.

24. Fore deck sun lounge with drink holders and grab rail.

25. Anchor chute and windlass.


27. Galley counter is 4ft wide with sink under a cutting board cover, dual burner stove, and a microwave incorporated into the upper cabinets. Countertops are available in your choice of natural or faux stone patterns. Cabinetry utilizes self-closing Blum® SS drawer slides.

28. SS Refrigerator / Freezer.

29. Cedar lined hanging locker.

30. Salon sofa with electrically actuating dining table that easily converts to a guest berth.

31. Dining table with inlaid starburst veneers and mahogany bullnose.

32. Forward queen-sized berth with a large storage compartment underneath.
STANDARD FEATURES that are anything but.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Construction
- 316 stainless fasteners throughout
- Composite fiberglass stringer system
- Fully integrated hull/motor well bracket
- Hand laid hull w/non-woven multi-directional reinforcements and vacuum bagged coring
- Hi-flex gel-coat
- High gloss white urethane painted bilges
- Resin infused liner and deck modules

Mechanical Equipment
- Bow: Compact diesel generator
- Aluminum fuel tanks with level senders
- Bronze thru-hulls with seacocks below waterline
- Fire suppression system in mechanical room w/automatic generator shut down
- Gas/water separator on generator exhaust system
- Power assisted hydraulic steering w/tilt helm
- Waste holding tank odor proof polyethylene
- Level senders and Tomato flush fitting
- Water tank food grade polyethylene

Bridge Deck
- Bridge deck infinity flooring woven vinyl
- Electronic console, at helm
- Electronics console, companion port side
- Helm Seat double, three way electronic control and adjustable bolster and reversible back rest.
- Light, courtesy two pc
- Lighting, overhead lighting
- Outlets, 1 x 2 gang GFCI
- Outlets, 2 x USB at helm console
- Settee L shaped (port side) with custom adjustable co-pilot seat fud
- Settee L shaped (starboard)
- Steering wheel, stainless steel
- Sunroof (electric)

Head/Shower
- Blinds
- Electric head w/fresh water supply
- Exhaust fan
- Faucet single lever
- Outlets, AC 1 double outlets ELICI protected
- Shower stall with acrylic door
- Skylights (1) fixed
- Sole tile and fiberglass finish
- Toilet paper holder behind locker door
- Towel bar
- Vanity counter solid surface with vessel sink
- Vanity mirror

Cockpit/Aft Deck
- Cockpit hatches guttered, gasket, “T” handle dogs and stainless steel gas springs
- Courtesy lights, 12 volt, LED
- Three step lights two under gunnels
- Bowside fresh water inlet
- Fresh water wash down outlet
- Insulated storage box aft
- Integrated starboard hull side access door w/fold out ladder system (dive door)
- Scuppers
- Sea water wash down outlet
- Self bailing cockpit
- Shore power inlet (stainless steel)
- Transom shower with retractable hose, hot/cold
- Vanity counter solid surface with vessel sink
- Vanity mirror

Galley
- Blinds
- Cabinet, upper galley
- Counter top, solid surface with sink
- Drawers stainless steel lined
- Electric dual cook top
- Faucet single lever
- Forward recessed deck Skylights
- Microwave
- Outlets, AC 2 double outlets ELICI protected
- Refrigerator/freezer stainless steel
- Waste Basket

Cabin
- Custom “U” shaped settee
- Dinette table hi-lo electric, with solid wood surface with filler cushion to create additional berth
- Drawers, wood faced with stainless steel drawer slides
- Hanging locker with automatic light 12 volt LED
- Hardware, stainless steel and chrome
- Headlining, soft panels
- Lighting, accent 12 volt LED
- Lighting, courtesy 12 volt LED
- Lighting, overhead, 12 volt, LED w/ dimmers
- Lights, reading at berths 12 volt LED
- Outlets, AC 2 double outlets ELICI protected
- Queen berth forward with custom deluxe inner spring mattress
- Skylight hatches (2) opening
- Skylights (2) fixed
- Sole, access hatches
- Sole, hardwood
- Steps with hardwood treads
- Window shades, cabin
- Wood veneered cabinetry

Exterior Equipment
- Anchor chain locker, self draining/hidden cleat
- Anchor chute w/stainless steel chafe plates and anchor roller
- Anodized aluminum bow rail
- Boarding ladder on swim platform
- Bow eye
- Cleats, bow, spring and stern
- Deck fills (diesel, gas, water and waste pump out)
- Heavy-duty white rub rail
- Mast, navigation lights
- Non-skid deck and gunwales
- Skylight hatches in cabin
- Sun pad w/integrated cup holders
- Swim platforms port and starboard
- Windlass 12v, vertical, low profile, chain/rode, w/handheld remote
- Windshield (wiper system) for (3) sided enclosed bridge deck w/opening side windows

Hull side windows invite dramatic natural light into an already impressive cabin.

The bridge deck is designed with seating that moves and repositions to create intimate conversation space.

The bow offers spectacular views of the water in style.
**Electrical Equipment**

- AC/DE Distribution system, 12 volt, 120/240 volt 60/50 Hz with digital meters
- Air-conditioning, cabin, reverse cycle, with digital control
- Alarms, high bilge water
- Batteries, AGM glass mat, with boxes, lids and straps, 3 x GP 31 for engines, 1 x GP 31 for house
- Battery charging system
- Battery switches emergency paralleling
- Battery switches remote operated
- Bilge lights, center aft compartment LED
- Bilge Pumps 4 x 12 volt automatic
- Bonding system
- Carbon monoxide detector
- Exhaust fan, generator compartment 12 volt
- Exhaust fan, shower compartment 12 volt
- Fresh water pump 12 volt pump
- Galvanic isolator
- Gray water pump 12 volt
- Holding tank, direct overboard discharge for toilet with Y valve
- Indicator light, reverse polarity
- Mechanical room lights 12 volt four pc
- Navigation lights, 12 volt
- Raw water wash down pump 12 volts
- Shore power inlet, aft, AC, 50 AMP 120/240 volt/60 Hz
- Tank gauges for gasoline, diesel, water and waste
- Trim tabs 12 volt dual pump BKT series with auto retract
- Water heater (11 Gallon), 240 volt
- Windshield wipers, 12 volt with speed control auto park and washer
- Wiring, marine-grade tin-plated copper
- Zinc anodes

**Optional Equipment**

- Bait well discharge pump
- Bow Thruster Package 12 volt with one GP 31 battery mounted forward and second battery charger
- Bridge deck air-conditioning package, 2 x 12,000 BTU air conditioners
- Cockpit aft deck “L” settee with one additional courtesy light
- Cockpit aft deck table for “L” settee
- Cockpit bait well with circulation pump 12 volts and insulation
- Cockpit storage options, ice maker, fridge, tackle storage, general deck storage
- Enclosed bridge deck fourth side, closed aft bulkhead with opening windows and lockable entrance door
- Engine flush system
- Fish box discharge pump
- Gyro Stabilizer, Sk 5 (generator upgrade needed)
- Imron® paint accent stripe
- Imron® paint boot stripe
- Imron® paint engines
- Imron® paint hull side
- Powder coat aluminum
- Premium interior and upholstery upgrades available i.e. leather settees, quartz and granite countertops, exotic woods, etc.
- Seacocks remote operated 12 volt for bait well
- Shore power CableMaster CRR-50 (Reel), 50 amp x 50 ft cable only
- Stainless steel rub rail striker
- Sun shade, aft deck, retractable 12 volt
- Tow package double tow eye with engine covers, triple engines
- Underwater lights
- Upgrade generator 12KW (Gyro only)

The Intrepid 410 features a fully integrated dive door with foldout ladder system for ease getting in and out of the water or on and off the vessel.

The aft cockpit is designed with open space and sculpted, ergonomic seating.